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STORY AT-A-GLANCE

In this interview, Dr. Nasha Winters, coauthor of “Mistletoe and the Emerging Future of

Integrative Oncology,” reviews some of the beneFts of this ancient herb in the modern world of

oncology. Winters is herself a cancer survivor, so this topic is close to her heart.

“I'm coming on 30 years out of a death sentence, a terminal cancer diagnosis,” she says,

“and still to this day get met with so much resistance to what I've learned for myself, and

for thousands, if not tens of thousands, of other patients directly, as well as way more

than that, indirectly, through the training of their physicians ...

My crazy controversy is that I focus more on the human organism and the health of that

terrain versus the condition, the disease or the label that overlays that person.”

Mistletoe Has a 100-Year Oncological History

Mistletoe, a semi-parasitic plant that grows in the branches of trees all over the world, has been

used as a herbal medicine for thousands of years for conditions such as epilepsy, spleen

disorders, pain and rheumatic conditions.

Just over 100 years ago, in 1917, Rudolf Steiner, a philosopher with incredibly keen observation

skills, noticed the mistletoe looks a lot like a tumor, and proposed it might have anticancer

properties. Many vitalistic medical practices, such as Ayurveda, Chinese medicine, naturopathy

and homeopathy, for example, use the doctrine of signatures, which is what Steiner was

suggesting.

“For instance, you look at a walnut and it kind of looks like a brain and we think, I wonder

if that's any good for the brain? And sure enough, we End some signiEcance in how it

impacts the brain. Or things like lungwort. When you look at it, it looks like a lung and

we've learned that this herbal medicine is very helpful for lung conditions,” Winters says.

A Swiss doctor named Ita Wegman applied Steiner’s observation of mistletoe to see how it would

impact a patient with cancer, and the plant has since enjoyed over 100 years of consistent

application in oncology, both standalone and as adjuvant support.

“Interestingly enough ... Steiner understood that you needed to harvest different

components of the plant — berries that bloom in the winter, which is very abnormal, and

the leaves that grow in the summer ... and grow inward.

It has a very interesting behavior compared to other plants, and that was an observation

of how cancer works as well. It goes against the rhythm. It grows out of sync with the

organism. That is very much what he recognized.

And as such, he harvested the plant and aspects of the plant at different times, blended

it, and then took a particular extract from it. He also noted that it needed to be injected,

because you need to remember, 100 years ago we didn't know about lectins, we didn't

know about viscotoxins, yet somehow, he understood that you needed to inject it to get

the anticancer beneEt.

You could take the full tincture. You could take it in other ways, and it has a lot of other

medicinal impacts, but then it doesn't have the anticancer impacts, the reason being,

we've learned — or at least we suspect, because we're still learning — is that those lectins

and things get broken down in our GI tract and they don't get into the bloodstream; they

don't access the immune system in the way they need to ...”

Mistletoe Can Be Used as an Adjunct for All Cancers

According to Winters, mistletoe is likely to be useful as an adjunct therapy for all cancers, and

she, along with several other doctors, has been training physicians on how to use mistletoe for

several years now.

“One of our physicians has been using mistletoe for 45 years in his practice, and what

we've seen clinically, and what the research suggests, is that this therapy, it has always

been about using it with others. It plays very well with others.

It was never really developed to be a standalone therapy, though believe me, we've seen

impact with that as well. And it has virtually no contraindications with any of our standard

of care therapies. So, we can literally inject this into a patient the morning before they go

into a surgery, or they can start on this therapy the very day they're going to start a round

of chemotherapy or radiation.

It bypasses Erst phase detox pathways of the liver, so it doesn't interact, intervene, speed

up or slow down detox processes that could otherwise cause some adverse events, or

change the desired effect of a certain medication, herbal intervention or dietary

intervention.”

Mistletoe Is a Key Cancer Treatment Adjunct

In fact, mistletoe has been shown to enhance other interventions. Even the most toxic treatments

seemingly work better and with fewer adverse effects when combined with mistletoe.

“This should be utilized, in my personal opinion, with every patient going through a

standard of care approach to just enhance their experience with treatment,” she says.

“There are a lot of things that we kind of have to be careful with ... but mistletoe, in my

experience, and that of my colleagues, is that this is probably the least harmful and least

contraindicated substance and therapy I've ever had the privilege of working with. It’s

pretty extraordinary and rare to End something that is this applicable to the masses ...

As I said, it has over 100 years of continuous use, and has over 250 very good

randomized studies ... It just completed a Phase 1 clinical trial at John's Hopkins in the

United States as an IV application for solid tumors, and is getting ready to be moved into

a Phase 2 clinical trial.

It is the most studied integrative oncology therapy in the world, and it is utilized in

upwards of 60% to 80% of all cancer patients in Europe. In parts of South and Central

America, all over Southeast Asia and India, in different parts of Europe, this is just part of

their medical system ... It's just in the United States where we have a little bit of

resistance to embracing it into our conventional medical system ...

As a naturopathic physician who's been practicing integrative oncology for some time

and who has teachers, mentors, colleagues from all over the world, some of the most

powerful anticancer therapies I've seen that are beneEcial even to the standard of care

model of treatment — things like artesunate, curcumin, quercetin, green tea extract, all of

those in intravenous forms — have been taken out of our ability to use here in the United

States.

Do my colleagues still End workarounds to get access to these very important

medicines? Absolutely they do, but they have to tread very carefully and very lightly. But

again, you go north of the border or south of the border and you have no problem

accessing these therapies. Or go to Europe — and this is what I've been doing for the last

two years.

These treatments that we've had great success with have been plucked out of our ability

to access easily, readily, legally, so we're now having to send our patients abroad for them

to actually get good cancer care.

That's what's really devastating to me. So, another part of my purpose and mission is to

build an in-house residential research institute and integrative cancer hospital right here

on our soil so we don't lose access and patients don't lose access [to helpful remedies].”

Arizona Research Facility

Winters is currently building that research institute in Arizona, which will be funded entirely by

private donations and research grants. Thousands of patients are anxiously waiting for the doors

to open. When asked if she isn’t worried our pro-pharma agencies might shut them down, she

replies:

“We will be doing all of our due diligence to let people know that these are not FDA

approved therapies, that people are coming into a research environment. They're either

paying cash or they're getting grants based on their Enancial ability to help them cover

this care.

We're doing it in a pretty open-minded medical state; Arizona has one of the broadest

scopes of practice in the country. And we're also very close to our southern border with

Mexico, so that if we do come up against someone shutting down one of our therapies

for a bit, we are able to take our patients across the border to a little sister clinic to keep

the continuity of care.

We don't anticipate that happening because people are coming as a buyer beware.

They're coming being well-informed about who we are and what we're about. And frankly,

we get thousands of inquiries a month from all over the world looking for this approach.

The patients will drive this home.

It’s a mighty David versus Goliath story, especially now, but I also think the time is now

because we have these acts, like the Right to Try Act, and because we do have more and

more patients facing this diagnosis with grim outcomes.

And, a study that came out in the last year that looked at 17 years’ worth of conventional

cancer treatments found that, overall, of the 96 different drugs they looked at, the

average survival rate was 2.4 months. That is the reality and this is what's driving the

clinical oncologists from around the world to sign up and take my course ...

So, there is this massive kind of underground movement that's starting to sprout and

come above ground. That's happening. And frankly, mistletoe is one of the vehicles for

that to happen ... Instead of trying to Ex the model, we're just creating a new one.”

Another potential “back door” is to convince insurance companies that this is in their best

interest. Mistletoe is a natural remedy and therefore cannot be patented, so there’s no incentive

for the drug companies to pursue it. But insurance companies may support its use once they

realize how much money they can save on hospitalizations, drug coverage and everything else.

Mistletoe Modulates Immune Function

Your immune system and metabolic function are both integral parts of addressing cancer, and

mistletoe works on both. It’s important to recognize, however, that it’s not a magic bullet. If you’re

eating a standard American diet and are metabolically dysfunctional, mistletoe is not going to be

as effective as for someone who is also eating a healthy whole food diet and supporting their

health in other ways.

That said, mistletoe is an immunomodulator. Immune therapies are all the rage right now, with a

majority of research dollars being funneled into them. Yet the effectiveness rate for these

therapies is less than 20%. In other words, they’re hardly a cure.

“A lot of folks have heard of Jimmy Carter's melanoma story that had metastasized to his

brain. He took this immune drug, Keytruda. That's a checkpoint inhibitor. The most

common drugs you'll hear about are things like Opdivo, Keytruda, PD-1, PDL1 inhibitors,

those are checkpoint inhibitors, or CTLA-4 inhibitors, also a type of checkpoint inhibitor.

These are drugs that kind of pull the breaks off your immune system to go hog wild in

treating the cancer. Now that seems like a great idea — unless you have underlying

metabolic dysfunction, right? Hello! And then, if you have an underlying autoimmune

condition, you are also someone who's likely going to have a not so positive response to

these medications.

What I love about mistletoe is it comes in and it modulates that teeter-totter. It doesn't

take the breaks off and make it go hog wild, and it doesn't suppress. It’s ... kind of

adaptogenic in some ways. So, it behaves a little bit like a smart drug, in that it can sort

of match itself to the individual.

It is not a protocol, it's a patient-driven process in that we look at the person's gender, we

look at the tumor type, the tumor stage, the general condition of the patient, and then we

consider the most appropriate host tree. The most common are the pine, the Er, and the

apple tree hosts. Mistletoe [from these trees] tends to have the highest lectin content

that have the highest anti-cancer content.

Then we look at the dosing frequency, and if we're going to do it subcutaneous,

intravenous, intratumoral, intraperitoneal, et cetera, depending on where you live in the

world and how we're going to pair it with other therapies, if at all. So, it is based totally on

the individual and the individual's response.

We want the patient to have a little local reaction if they're injecting it. We want it to get a

little redness, irritation and itchiness and maybe tenderness. We want it to raise the

body's temperature a little bit ... The point is, we want to create this cytokine release at a

very low-grade level. Whereas when we bring on an immune drug like Keytruda, it creates

a cytokine release at an explosive level that can sometimes be fatal for patients.”

Other Mechanisms of Action and Synergies

Similar to drugs, mistletoe also has a systemic effect. It doesn’t target a speciFc receptor site.

Instead, it’s a systemic terrain-centric approach. In its mechanisms of action, it's engaging with B-

cells, T-cells, natural killer (NK) cells.

It will basically calm those that are acting overzealous, to prevent an excessive immune reaction,

and activate those that are dormant or underperforming. Mistletoe also reduces in_ammation,

lowering your levels of C-reactive protein, interleukin-6, homocysteine, liver enzymes and more.

It also lowers vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF), which can be important for certain

cancers, and it lowers blood sugar and insulin. Winters also suspects mistletoe may be

upregulating both the endorphin and the endocannabinoid system, so you’re getting stress

modulation as well.

“So, it’s hitting all of what we call ‘The Terrain 10,’ from my previous book, ‘The Metabolic

Approach to Cancer.’ I End that mistletoe tends to hit every one of those ... including

epigenetic expression ... clean up of DNA.

We use it for people who've gone through radiation. We'll use it as a DNA stabilizer. We'll

use it if people have taken a course of Cipro [and other muoroquinolones] to help clean up

the metabolic mayhem, the DNA damage that they cause. We know that it has some

impact on insulin and IGF-1.

In our book, we have hundreds of references to all of the different mechanisms of action.

My colleague, Dr. Paul Faust, [has written] a beautiful chapter on its direct impact on the

immune system and all the nuances of that.

That chapter alone will illuminate for so many people why this therapeutic support and

this therapeutic intervention is so helpful for the cancer patient, for prevention of cancer,

for cleanup after cancer treatment ...

And the synergy, when you pair mistletoe with hyperthermia, like so many of my

colleagues in Europe have been doing for the past 50 years, talk about the biggest bang

for your buck. We see some pretty extraordinary outcomes.

I've had patients go to Europe with Stage 4 [cancer], metastatic disease everywhere,

getting IV mistletoe along with local, regional and whole body high-heat hyperthermia

that have put their cancer into complete remission in many cases, but at the very least,

turning it back into a manageable disease process, and even more interesting, increasing

the responsivity to other therapies again.”

More Information

The good news is the number of doctors trained in this therapy is growing, and the treatment

itself is only between $200 and $300 a month, so it’s highly affordable while also being highly

effective. I think it would be beyond irrational not to integrate this into any cancer therapy you're

considering.

Again, for cancer, oral supplementation is ineffective, as the lectins responsible for the

anticancer effects are broken down in your GI tract and therefore can’t enter your bloodstream.

The Physicians' Association for Anthroposophic Medicine (PAAM) sponsors Winters’ mistletoe

trainings. While most are held in person, there’s now also a course available online for licensed

physicians. There are plans to take a group of physicians to Europe for immersive in-hospital

training in the fall of 2023. Here’s a list of resources where you can Fnd more information:

• AnthrosophicMedicine.org offers articles, research, books, webinars and more. To locate a

clinician trained in the proper administration of mistletoe, see PAAM’s health provider

directory.

• Clinicians interested in training, visit the education section of PAAM’s website. The next

annual training conference will be held in Loveland, Colorado, April 29 through May 6, 2023.

• Metabolic Terrain Institute of Health (MTIH) is the not-for-proFt association cofounded by

Winters that is building a research hospital in Arizona. MTIH also offers a master course for

practitioners, and grants to help patients access these therapies. CertiFed practitioners can

be found on terrain.network.

These practitioners include medical doctors and oncologists who have been taught Winters’

methodology of testing, assessing and treating cancer (which includes but is not limited to

mistletoe therapy). MTIH certiFed practitioners are also listed on DrNasha.com.

• Mistletoe-therapy.org is a European website that offers helpful information for patients and

scientiFc papers directed at clinicians.

• A load of resources are found on the book’s website: www.themistletoebook.com. Proceeds

from this book go to fund clinical research and contribute to physician training.

Last but certainly not least, you’ll want to pick up a copy of “Mistletoe and the Emerging Future of

Integrative Oncology.” It’s an excellent book.

My latest book, “The Truth About COVID-19,” is an instant bestseller. After thousands of reviews it

has a nearly perfect 5-star rating, so grab your copy today before it’s too late!

The Truth
About

COVID-19
by Doctor Joseph Mercola

6,423 ratings

ORDER NOW
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Since cancers start as acidic hypoxia, there are many ways to treat and prevent. Start "for free" stuff,

breathing/sauna-hyperthermia/fasting...alkalize for cheap w baking soda/magnesium/ACV....Anti-oxidize w hundreds of antioxidants in

big doses; Vit C/RALA/NAC/K2, etc.etc....Oxidize w H2O2, O3, MMS chlorite...or ivermectin.....Then there are bad foods/metals/toxins

that gotta go...Lastly there is the psychological vector upped by the vast confusion over health and constant barrage of

disinformation....just posted an article on that;  www.lewrockwell.com/2022/05/no_author/what-really-really-hurts/
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Mistletoe and the Emerging Future of Integrative Oncology
Analysis by Dr. Joseph Mercola ( Fact Checked

Mistletoe, a semi-parasitic plant that grows in the branches of trees all over the world, has been used in herbal medicine for thousands of

years for conditions such as epilepsy, spleen disorders, pain and rheumatic conditions

)

In 1917, Rudolf Steiner, a philosopher with keen observation skills, noticed that mistletoe looks a lot like a tumor, and proposed it might have

anticancer properties. Dr. Ita Wegman conFrmed Steiner’s suspicion, and the plant has since enjoyed over 100 years of consistent

application in oncology, both standalone and as adjuvant support

)

Intravenous or subcutaneous mistletoe appears beneFcial as an adjunct therapy for all cancers, and there are no drug or health

contraindications. Even the most toxic treatments work better and with fewer adverse effects when combined with mistletoe

)

Mistletoe is the most studied integrative oncology therapy in the world, and it is utilized in upward of 60% to 80% of all cancer patients in

Europe

)

Your immune system and metabolic function are both integral parts of addressing cancer, and mistletoe works on both)
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Thanks for reminding me to take the bicarbonate of soda. I am also taking a molecular oxygen product from Microbe Formulas

and their mineral product Hi, have seen your posts before regarding baking soda. When suppressing or eliminating cancer, how

much does one take? 1 teas a day in water? Or more or less?
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Forbiddenhealing thank you for stepping forward. In addition to alkalizing plus use of antioxidants as you say, the NIH reported to

Obama in the most unequivocal terms, that chemicals are the root cause of cancer. I can't Fnd that report on the web now, why?

Here are some other links, one of these also names viruses and bacteria as causal, in addition to chemical exposure.

www.niehs.nih.gov/health/materials/cancer_and_the_environment_508.pdf  | www.nrdc.org/.../hea_11020101a.pdf  So as for

free "First steps" exactly as you said FH, (not hereby represented as cure...at all!

There are many steps to take and each would be individualized, according to constitutional tendencies and addressing various

underlying causes) to reduce chemical exposure in life may be helpful and important. And there are many strategies to follow,

under expert natuorpathic or integrative care. God bless. PS also I do at times, and at other times, do not always trust the NIH.

Some studies are corrupted. But a lot of what they do also is top notch. One has to screen out carefully. Caution there, but I do

believe these links are trustworthy and accurate, and there is much evidence to underscore.
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Nikki and all... This reminds me of a story of an elderly neighbor. She had always been very healthy and never taken any

prescription drugs. She did use a teaspoonful of bicarbonate of soda for indigestion. Her doctor told her son he must prevent her

from doing that as surely the sodium would kill her. Sure enough, after many years of using the soda, she passed away at age 94.
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You can check Dr. Tulio Simoncini or Dr Mark Sircus....I reversed breast cancer in my dog by injecting baking soda solution in and

around gland...Breast went from black to pink in a few days...@ a buck a pound, the cancer industry prolly doesn't want that

known?
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Always good to read you Capt. I'm using Methylene Blue !!!
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Great points, Forbiddenhealing. BTW, melatonin is a far more powerful antioxidant than Vit C, glutathione, etc. It also happens

melatonin is in mitochondria and we learned from Seyfried and others mitochondrial damage is a hallmark of oncogenesis. A few

months ago, I stumbled upon a talk by Dr Frank Shallenberger at a Riordan meeting in which he describes successfully using

melatonin to stall cancer progression and save lives even in advanced stage cancers. youtube . com/watch?v=W6RlfM-FQWg

Several mechanisms of action have been identiFed such as: direct cytotoxic effects, induction of apoptosis, stimulation of cell

differentiation, anti angiogenesis, anti neoplastic effects, and inhibition of metastasis.

Shallenberger's regimen is 60 mg 3-6x/day and 180 mg before bedtime. There are no known melatonin toxicity levels and it is

apparently a misconception that it is [primarily] a soporiFc. In studies with cancer cells it was found that cancer cell growth

plummets at night corresponding with melatonin production levels. Some basic background in this presentation by melatonin

expert Dr Russel Reiter: youtube . com/watch?v=9ThOqgMHKQc ~ Apologies if this info is redundant and has been covered

before by Dr Mercola. I've been too busy following covid science to keep up with all of the newsletters. Cheers.
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Allmond, the doctor probably would have stated she could have lived till 96 if she didn't take the bicarbonate of soda but he was

probably long dead by the time she reached 94.
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Cancer treatment in the US is a business and business is good. Plenty of people to come with the rest dying off nicely.  US medicine

overall is a sham and as corrupt as our government. Both need to be burned to the ground and the evil vanquished. Take it from a nurse

of Fve years.
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bee70578
Joined On 1/24/2014 4:03:10 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

But, surely it's like stealing from pharma if you maintain good health ;-)
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brodiebrock12
Joined On 9/18/2008 1:31:51 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Many have known just how corrupt the pharma-medical industrial cartel is and has been for decades and decades, but the one

silver-lining of the whu-_u era is that the vast majority of humanity were able to see just HOW corrupt with what was done with

Ivermectin and HCQ alone. The exposure was immense. The reality is though we really see no accountability and they get away

and will continue too. Sure those perps will be judged by God himself one day as we all will be, but not in the church of the here

and now. ZERO accountability rules the day...
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

bee, I must be their worst nightmare as I have never taken a prescription drug aside from a few antibiotics many years ago. I

prefer willow bark tea to the pure aspirin I have. Everyone check your aspirin ingredients by pulling back the label. They are Flled

with poisons as PEG and titanium dioxide. Especially 80 mg "baby aspirin".
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Dordee
Joined On 5/22/2012 12:47:41 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

As a survivor of t cell lymphoma (2000), failed chemos, given 3 months, I am proof. Monsanto's Round Up was my cause. When

told only 3 months, I did my own research, my chiropractor started me on vitamins. Found Linus Pauling, Dr. Mercola, went

organic and lots of prayer. End of 2001 I was in remission, been there ever since. Once we get rid of the chemicals in our food,

clothing, furniture, etc. we might have a chance to defeat it.
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ker8118
Joined On 11/17/2021 4:17:00 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This is all good and everything, but chemo and radiation is not necessary. Mistletoe alone will do the trick. It's shameful that

conventional medicine has to be involved in order to get treatments pushed through.
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ElizabethHope
Joined On 8/12/2016 8:50:43 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thank you for this great article! I never knew that mistletoe could be used to treat cancer - Thank God we can at least go to other

countries for this treatment. Hopefully this Covid shot controversy opens America’s eyes to the corruption of the FDA and other health

agencies. Through prayers and voter activism, we can Fght this spiritual battle and get rid of the sinful “love of money” out of our

federal regulatory departments that are supposed to protect our health. By the way, the word “brakes” should be used instead of

“breaks” in the following sentences: “These are drugs that kind of pull the breaks off your immune system to go hog wild in treating the

cancer” and “ It doesn't take the breaks off and make it go hog wild, and it doesn't suppress.”
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MoMac46
Joined On 3/8/2021 3:24:35 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Elizabeth - my cousin had been getting mistletoe treatments for a number of years since her cancer she had that once a month

but not through the UK's NHS (NAtional Health Service) she was frowned apon when she mentioned it to her doctor after reading

about the beneFts of mistletoe - so she had to go private and travel a couple of hours away for the treatment. She sadly has

dementia, but no cancer.
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juststeve
Joined On 1/5/2012 11:13:54 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

There we have it, look long enough and Creation makes the compounds in a package to heal wholistically. So, being as this is said to

clean up DNA, might it also clean up or help correct Jab/s damage?
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mirandola
Joined On 6/27/2014 7:00:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

hi Juststeve having formally studied herbalism with world-caliber science researchers in the Feld who themselves have decades

of clinical practicing experience, I would suggest that multiple herbal actions would be required, beyond immunomodulation

alone. I would think of cleansing, hormone balancing under a natuorpathic physician's care, supporting body systems,

anti-in_ammatory support as well as immunomodulation. And while immunomodulators may be helpful (There are many

immunomodulating herbs, people may respond to each differently, based on inherent constitutional tendencies), I would doubt

that where genetic modiFcation is involved, they would result in complete cure. In fact, I would think that as deeply as I believe in

natural regimens, they still may only go so far with healing, given genetic modiFcation of the immune system. I could be wrong,

and hope that I am. God bless.
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Dordee
Joined On 5/22/2012 12:47:41 PM
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DeFnitly worth a try!!!!Can't hurt, but would put hospitals, drs big pharma out of business.
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mirandola
Joined On 6/27/2014 7:00:58 AM
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Thank you Dr Mercola for writing about this! It's great to have the publicity for this important cause. A) I am so grateful to hear that

research is now being done on this important therapy. I hope the day comes that natural medicine is considered front burner medicine

and mainstream medicine is *alternative* medicine, used only as backup when needed! (There are times when it is needed, but natural

medicine is far more effective than the mainstream realizes). B) For the powers that be to harass and shut down alternative medical

research and facilities, is medical violence, unconstitutional.

WHY do people bow to such power grabs, acting as if they are the law of the land? This IS NOT Law, it is UN-law! C) Onward and upward!

I had a loved one using iscador, who was diagnosed with stage 4 cancer. An elderly person with several added medical vulnerabilities

which fueled the cancer, while using iscador *alone*, there was not full cure but the disease seemed to be held in check, not

progressing. 3 month diagnosis, lived 5 years!

Further, quality of life was hallmarked by an aided, but active life with the most twinkling and cheerful of spirits! Once entered into the

nursing home, where the iscador was taken away in the name of liability, suddenly the disease progressed, quite visibly. Huge bulge just

rapidly developed and poked from the stomach area, many symptoms alongside, just horrifying and very painful to watch this happen.

What people do in the name of liability, is crazy.

Our loved one seemed much better off, with far better quality of life, with the iscador than without it. Our elderly loved one passed on (to

me, it seemed that no thanks to the withdrawal of iscador, our loved one died an untimely death induced by the nursing home medical

"care"!) but had an unremittingly positive, twinkling attitude that leaves a smile on one's face. The memories are nothing but

smile-inducing, thanks to such twinkling and wonderful attitudes down to the last 24 hours of life.
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Dordee
Joined On 5/22/2012 12:47:41 PM
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Why do they do it? No concern for the law, just want all the power, money in the world, control of the lives of others. GREED!!!
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GreekPrincess77
Joined On 4/22/2012 6:08:27 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Mistletoe is excellent at strengthening the immune system and this is the very thing Suzanne Somers used in her treatment. She spoke

very highly of it Iscador I believe is what she used. Well it certainly has taken a while for many to see the beneFts of integrative

medicine(mostly big Pharma manipulation) many say oh it doesn’t work. In the case of cancer you must incorporate integrative

medicine before not after when the body has been so beaten down. Everything disease is metabolical in origin and is lifestyle related.

Our genetics don’t have a lot to do with it. Many don’t work with good genetics and others work hard to improve lifestyle habits that

really have profound affects.

Cancer cure rate is a dismissal failure, how can this treatment have any positive affect when they kill all cells with toxins, cancer is an

accumulation of toxins. No healthy cell replacement, nothing. Conventional cancer patients look like they have been run over by a bus. I

am also convinced that eliminating toxic plants, seeds, nuts are essential in the recovery and prevention. Oxalates, tannins, phytic acid,

goitrogens do accumulate in the body, cause joint pain, skin conditions, can worsen auto-immune diseases.

Eliminate sugar, and seed oils. The 1 thing I hope this scamdemic does is brings to light the importance of taking your health into your

own hands eat nutritious food, move everyday for 30 minutes, get sunshine, shut off electronics, build a strong community of

love/friendship, don’t vaccinate. Don’t give the job of Fxing you to your doctor, it’s up to you. I had read somewhere prior to the diagnosis

of cancer something life changing happens to someone 18 months prior. A divorce, the fear of going to a job they dread. Deal with the

root cause that is the only way to heal.
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nikkicavingrace
Joined On 9/17/2010 6:08:22 PM
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I have had cancer twice. The Frst one following the death of my son. I had surgery and refused the recommended radiation.

There was a tiny bit of cancer cells in one of the 3 sentinel lymph nodes they removed. I asked my surgeon what it meant that it

was in the lymph node, he responded that it was like a dandelion seed, it had already blown across the Feld. Recommend

radiation. I did many things, including saunas, various herbs and supplements. I was cancer free for 18 years. My mother died

and estate issues put me under stress. Then in September 2020 during a private yoga practice I realized I had a cancer under my

arm in the tail of the breast.

I saw my primary care physician 3 times, he couldn't feel it. I then paid out of pocket to see my old surgeon who I had seen over

the years for follow up. He didn't feel it either at that time. Then they did feel it but didn't think it was cancer as it was too long to

be recurrence. A long story short, after Fghting my way through the labyrinth and medical guilds, 8 months, my surgeon removed

it in April of 2021. By that time I was in a great deal of pain and the underside of my arm numb to the elbow. It was pressing on

my brachial nerve and attached to a muscle. All the pain was gone following surgery and feeling has gradually come back to my

arm.

My surgeon retired. I attempted to get a year follow up ultrasound, after Fghting through the labyrinth, Fnally got an ultrasound,

there are two tiny tumors back just under the scar. I am now two months on to get in front of a surgeon on coming Tues morning.

I am very anxious because these people are bullies and I have no intention of doing the "standard of care" which they all chant

like a cult. I just want him to remove these tiny pieces that are left from last year surgery and I will deal with it again from then

on. I have already heard they are going to give me the aggressive sales job on standard of care treatments.
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Joined On 4/23/2011 6:20:23 AM
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Nice post, Greek princess. I'm so with you.
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Dordee
Joined On 5/22/2012 12:47:41 PM
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Round Up happened to me, farmer spraying Feld, eating GMO foods. T Cell Lymphoma. Also found out was diabetic 2, augar 585

but no treatment as said I would die in 3 months. Chemos failed, almost killed me. 2001 I began my own research, chiropractor

said organic, started me on vitamins. I found Linus Pauling,Dr. Mercola. end of 2001 went into remission, been there since. Cut

out sugar, lost weight. Now I am down to high school weight, still in remission. Not too bad for 81. I see the dr so can get

bloodwork done .
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Karolina99
Joined On 5/15/2021 8:43:59 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

We have plenty of these goodies in Lithuania. Plenty of trees are full of these parasitic plants. It showed a few years ago. I wonder if

somebody above knew about vaccines and prepared medicine to protect from them. Maybe people are more important compared to

trees because of trees perishing from mistletoes later on in this case. Maria Treben, a famous herbalist from Austria, wrote about this

plant in the book Medicine from God's Garden.
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Dordee
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Bible does say God has provided all we need. We simply need to look for and use it.
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jsmccord7
Joined On 2/16/2010 1:16:48 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Tired of seeing and hearing about sick people .....we need communities to start healing centers with this new technology that is

available since the mainstream quakes do nothing for chronic illness.We can start here with Energy Enhancement .....we get a place to

set up the "24" and offer sessions to heal people.Get 500 people to invest $250 for the "24" cube.Interesting links below.

https://youtu.be/2bcYsBM1gnM  | https://www.eesystem.com
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Remarkable Find , Mind Blowing Really , Much Obliged For The Link
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jsmccord7
Joined On 2/16/2010 1:16:48 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Mistletoe....one of the controversial ingredients in Strauss heart drops......I believe Mr. Strauss was jailed for using it.....and curing

people with heart issues.....!!!!
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MaryRN
Joined On 11/23/2009 11:22:14 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This is very interesting as I was always taught that misltletoe was poisoin and humans were not to take it in any form. I did always

wonder about that statement. I just assumed it was due to Norse mythology and no one every veriFed the information.
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davidle
Joined On 5/7/2011 7:38:57 AM
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Same thing I was taught.
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grulla
Joined On 1/17/2012 8:03:55 AM
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"The poison is in the dose" --- Hippocrates. www.sciencedirect.com/.../S2214750018305808
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mirandola
Joined On 6/27/2014 7:00:58 AM
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Yes it is toxic. It is used in homeopathic doses when injected.
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lmoberoi
Joined On 3/7/2008 10:08:01 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Viscum Album and Loranthus longi_orus are two varieties in Ayurveda. Apart from cancer it is also good for bone disorders and

excessive bleeding. It is a plant to be used with caution with regard to dosage.
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ker8118
Joined On 11/17/2021 4:17:00 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The only thing, if anything, that will allow her clinic to stay intact in the U.S., is the fact that surgery/chemo/radiation will be involved in

the cancer treatments. Without conventional medicine sticking its nose into the affair, the clinic does not stand a chance.
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ASIESLAVIDA
Joined On 4/18/2011 1:17:06 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

MIstletoe as a strong tea twice a day is a very good ticket to helping you stay cancer free and may even get rid of it. Life need not be

complicated. Plants, herbs, spices, and water rule and they do it without fanfare. If you are ever inclined to talk to plants and even more

daring to listen, they will give you the answers you seek for great health. Sit under a tree and ask questions you will be shocked how

they long to tell you things.
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mmmbeckwithwindstream.ne
Joined On 4/17/2021 11:50:12 AM
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Do you know of a good brand for mistletoe tea bags? Thanks!
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Suzicreamcheese
Joined On 8/5/2012 10:44:32 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I believe 100% in natural medicine and the terrain theory of physical and mental wellness. In my Ffties I caught Glandular Fever and

suffered very badly from it as a result of not listening to what my body was telling me. I used Homeopathic meds Frst off, but once the

acute stage was passed I was left with pain, each time it arose, accompanied by depression. In the UK where I had to be, I was offered

anti-depressants and pain killers, both addictive. I decided these weren't what I wanted, and took the direction of HERBS, about which

there are thousands of years of proof of e{cacy, or there wouldn't be that many of us on the planet. I also upped vitamins, applied some

positive thinking, spent time outside as much as possible and exercised. It took six years to get rid off all the pain, but the attached

depression disappeared very quickly and the pain reduced to a very manageable level.
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Ronald_H
Joined On 7/10/2010 1:38:54 AM
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Suzicreamcheese, Often modern medicine doesn't have solutions and alternatives can work. I had allergies, digestive disorders

and got colds and _u when around what might be best described as a psychic vampire that induces health damaging stress. A

doctor prescribed narcotic and said I will need to stay on it for my lifetime to slow my digestive system which was so ineffective

that I wasn't getting proper nutrition from good foods I ate. I was about to take the Frst prescription narcotic capsule but stopped

to read the precautions. It looked very bad, and I researched it further and decided I refuse to live that way, so I separated myself

from the stress inducing family situation as a child instead of using the prescription drugs for life which I threw away without

taking even one.

I put all that behind me and disappeared to live in another state and meet new people. All of the illness immediately disappeared

when I separated myself from that speciFc stress and sudden healthfulness allowed me to greatly increase my physical Ftness

which was previously limited by stress induced poor digestion. Oddly, I'm not stress adverse in the least and seemingly nothing

since has caused any stress including even extreme life threating dangers like a near impossible collision avoidance in highway

tra{c. My health now is so amazing that no words describe it, yet superpowers come close. I haven't had even a cold or _u in

well over three decades.
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Gardenbear
Joined On 5/17/2012 7:19:42 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I wrote a paper about mistletoe for an undergraduate-level botany class assignment. In researching, I found that there are two main

types of mistletoe, American mistletoe (Phoradendron serotinum) and European mistletoe (Viscum album). Since the European

mistletoe is (or was at the time) considered to be more toxic, I am interested to learn if it perhaps has more potential as medicine than

the American species. Are they both used medicinally and if so do they have different applications or are they both used in pretty much

the same way?
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nikkicavingrace
Joined On 9/17/2010 6:08:22 PM
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The one I am ordering says origin country Poland.
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herbsaregod
Joined On 1/9/2021 5:33:21 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thank you Dr. Mercola!! You are a true Doctor, one who teaches!!! Everyone should study our plants and see that healing oneself is

possible.
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DougC.
Joined On 6/28/2011 2:41:34 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Another great article. I would like to add one thing though. Now you would think the insurance companies may want a treatment like

Mistletoe that keeps people out of the hospital and may even cure them-saving them money, but not so fast. Where have they been in

regards to prevention? In my opinion, they NEED sick people or we wouldn’t need THEM. Ditto with car insurance companies. They

NEED us and WANT us to get into car accidents or we wouldn’t need them! They’re all in bed together to make money at our expense.

So don’t expect the insurance companies to promote Mistletoe or any other therapy that actually WORKS.
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Almond
Joined On 2/26/2008 4:23:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It seems the value of mistletoe is in acting as a "buffer", balancing and harmonizing the metabolism. Restoring function so the biome

becomes inhospitable to the growth of cancer. I also wonder whether, instead of injection, this could simply be added to an IV drip bag

and administered along with other drugs or solutions avoiding the need for a separate injection... or whether injections must be given

on their own schedule.
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MysticTuba
Joined On 5/28/2009 10:48:57 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Fascinating that "the lectins responsible for the anticancer effects are broken down in your GI tract and therefore can’t enter your

bloodstream." I have to avoid entire classes of foods because I cannot digest lectins, apparently at all, due to destruction of microbiome

by _uuroquinolones. Five to six hours after eating a lectin-containing food (such as any grain, anything in the squash family, a

nightshade) -- I get a horrible sensation in my legs and then start getting leg and body jerking that goes on for hours. So I would say

that this across-the board statement is in the same category as most generalizations.
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cralef
Joined On 11/29/2013 12:09:11 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Mistletoe Botanical name: Viscum Flafescens. Common names: Birdlime, mistletoe, golden bough. Medicinal properties: Narcotic,

antispasmotic, emetic, tonic, nervine. Excellent speciFc remedy for for cholera or St. Vitus's Dance. Is a Fne nervine effective in epilesy,

convulsions, histeria, delerium nervious debility, and heart troubles. Back to Eden by Jethro Kloss original publication 1939 A thousand

years or more ago, mistletoe was also used to cause an abortion. Will other ancient herbal remedies have other beneFcial effects when

injected?
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ragus
Joined On 12/25/2008 4:07:38 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I planted Mistletoe in a few trees this pre-spring. It's actually quite easy, and when you know what to look for, you might realize

Mistletoe is not so rare in your area www.wikihow.com/Grow-Mistletoe
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grulla
Joined On 1/17/2012 8:03:55 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Abundant Mistletoe, around where I live in the desert SW mountains of NM, thrives on weak and vulnerable Live Oaks, and will

eventually kill the tree. I don't know how that might apply to other similar situations, such as the parasite vanilla bean thriving on

old orange tree groves??? www._oridafarmbureau.org/.../citrus-to-vanilla
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garyha_
Joined On 3/18/2022 3:40:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

... cancer industry was valued at $100 billion, and was predicted to reach $147 billion in sales by 2018, according to data released by

the IMS Institute for Healthcare Informatics.
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mmmbeckwithwindstream.ne
Joined On 4/17/2021 11:50:12 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

For those who are interested in an herb protocol for cancer, Jim Gordon has over 500 testimonials of the protocol he personally put

together and used to cure himself of stage 4 kidney cancer, which has 11 herbs listed in it. You can Fnd him on Facebook, he's pictured

standing next to his surfboard and has the protocol listed on his post pictured under the blue parrot. I hesitate to mention this because

it sounds like some snake oil pitch, but I've followed this fellow for many months and his testimonials are amazing. He's not selling

these herbs himself and gets no money for the information. You can buy all of these herbs online, anywhere you like.

It is important to take just these herbs and nothing else with them for the protocol to work correctly. Many of the herbs that he lists, I've

seen on "The Truth About Cancer". Again, I have no idea if they will work for the purpose intended, but I wanted to mention this so that

anyone who wants to do more research into it can. Apparently, it has worked for over 500 + people, so it seems worthy of a look. I'm 77

years old and lost my left kidney to cancer 5 years ago but would have given this a try myself before my surgery, had I known about it

soon enough. I keep a copy of the herbs handy in the event I ever need it down the line.

One more thing, there are some scammers using his name on FB that are trying to down his protocol, so be sure you Fnd the right Jim

Gordon. There are many treatments that may work for some and not for others, but when it comes to cancer, I wanted to mention this in

the event it could help someone. This post from Dr Mercola about mistletoe is amazing. I hope that there will be something we can do

in the future to break down the lectins as an easier solution that will work for the majority of people. Perhaps mistletoe tea could be

somewhat of a help to one's system anyway?
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Palazzolo
Joined On 1/18/2010 9:02:36 PM
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"In 1917, Rudolf Steiner, a philosopher with keen observation skills, noticed that mistletoe looks a lot like a tumor, and proposed it might

have anticancer properties." This observation is called the Principle of Signatures in herbology.
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arb1421
Joined On 5/16/2020 9:09:15 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I followed Ty and Charlene Bollinger. They are a couple of documentarists who wrote about the use of common herbs in central Asia, 7

countries, for ridding a body of cancer. Scientists and md's were interviewed live. The site is called TTAC or The Truth About Cancer.
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nikkicavingrace
Joined On 9/17/2010 6:08:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

see my comment reply down below to GreekPrincess. I have had cancer twice. The Frst one following the death of my son. I had

surgery and refused the recommended radiation. There was a tiny bit of cancer cells in one of the 3 sentinel lymph nodes they removed.

I asked my surgeon what it meant that it was in the lymph node, he responded that it was like a dandelion seed, it had already blown

across the Feld. Recommend radiation. I did many things, including saunas, various herbs and supplements. I was cancer free for 18

years. My mother died and estate issues put me under stress. Then in September 2020 during a private yoga practice I realized I had a

cancer under my arm in the tail of the breast.

I saw my primary care physician 3 times, he couldn't feel it. I then paid out of pocket to see my old surgeon who I had seen over the

years for follow up. He didn't feel it either at that time. Then they did feel it but didn't think it was cancer as it was too long to be

recurrence. A long story short, after Fghting my way through the labyrinth and medical guilds, 8 months, my surgeon removed it in April

of 2021. By that time I was in a great deal of pain and the underside of my arm numb to the elbow. It was pressing on my brachial nerve

and attached to a muscle. All the pain was gone following surgery and feeling has gradually come back to my arm.

My surgeon retired. I attempted to get a year follow up ultrasound, after Fghting through the labyrinth, Fnally got an ultrasound, there

are two tiny tumors back just under the scar. I am now two months on to get in front of a surgeon on coming Tues morning. I am very

anxious because these people are bullies and I have no intention of doing the "standard of care" which they all chant like a cult. I just

want him to remove these tiny pieces that are left from last year surgery and I will deal with it again from then on. I have already heard

they are going to give me the aggressive sales job on standard of care.
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nikkicavingrace
Joined On 9/17/2010 6:08:22 PM
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I have already started saunas, supplements, and using tincture of frankincense with coconut oil and pushed in with DMSO. I

intend to only get the surgery and then to proceed with my own protocol and various alternative treatments, switching on

alternate days likely. It is important that you do not do too much at once and stress your general health. I am currently in

excellent health. The two cancers were following emotional trauma of the death of my son and then the death of my mother with

a di{cult legal and expensive settlement of the estate. It took three years and the appointment of a professional approved by the

court. I knew at the time that it was detrimental to my health but there was no way out of it.

Now I am trying to get back to stasis with the removal of the little cancer that was left after last years surgery. The labs conFrm it

is the same cancer. In many ways it is a good lab. Mitosis or cell division is graded a 1, very little cell division. It is pleiomorphic

which means it is an ugly sucker. That is graded 3. Overall the grade is 2. It is also estrogen and progestin positive which is also a

sign for better outcome. I am beyond menopause and will also turn down hormone suppression drugs. Those have terrible side

effects. I intend to go natural in all treatment. So I am on another journey.

Part of this that concerns me is that the medical people bully me and lecture me and school me. This causes anxiety and

frustration for me. Which is not good for me. My response to this surgeon I am seeing on Tues after I listen to his cancer

treatment sales pitch. (He is head of a cancer center) and the only place to get a surgeon since my old surgeon retired. After the

sales pitch I will say "you could be right" and then ask him to proceed with the surgery expediently and then we can talk after the

lab analysis. If you Fght them, they might not help you at all. Or demand you do cancer treatment before they remove it. Pray for

me.
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LAD525
Joined On 6/20/2006 7:36:42 AM
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I have a very similar story to yours. In June 2006, I was diagnosed with Cervical (grad 1) cancer. They performed a biopsy and

immediately suggested two invasive procedures and a "chemo implant," all of which I said "no" to. I was pressured beyond belief

by the doctor and her staff who would call me up to push the treatments hard on me, with one nurse saying, "Do you have ANY

idea what it's like to die of cervical cancer?? You're heading down that path!" I couldn't believe anyone would do that and told her

that if she called me again, I'd report her.

I was diagnosed after years of exhaustive caretaking with both parents. Even with the diagnosis, I didn't tell either parent as I

didn't need the stress from them added to it. My cancer was rooted in sexual abuse at age 9 that had never been addressed by

my mother who I deeply resented for how she chose not to handle it and how that experience created untold emotional and

psychological issues into my adult life.

I learned a LOT from that experience and used various supplements and herbs (including subcutaneous Viscum (Mistletoe) I did

via a Steiner doctor. I used DIM, Myomin (Dr. Chi's product for Estrogen), Angiostop (again from Dr. Chi), started Progesterone

cream after getting hormones tested and more. But the most important aspect was diving very deeply into my "productive at all

costs" personality at that time and I can't stress that enough. Yes, the supplements and Viscum helped tremendously.

But the inward journey of exploration was the most vital part of the healing process. It forced me to SEE with fresh eyes the

reality of my childhood that was not great whatsoever and that I had been manipulated and used by my parents as their "only

The Exciting Emergence of
Regenerative Medicine
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reality of my childhood that was not great whatsoever and that I had been manipulated and used by my parents as their "only

child" to do "their bidding" at the expense of my own sanity and wellbeing. It took one solid year of hard work before I "came

down" with a serious UTI which spiked a fever. I reluctantly went back to my gynecologist and all tests were "clear" of cancer. Still

clear today.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 5/29/2022 11:27:09 AM
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pranah
Joined On 6/19/2006 3:03:55 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Good luck, Nikki, I hope you'll be all right. I'm in a similar situation as you--I was just diagnosed with breast cancer; awaiting

biopsy results on opposite breast before arranging surgery. Will get the results Wednesday. I plan on taking lumpectomy with

sentinel node biopsy--I don't want my armpit cut, am wa}ing, but will probably do it--and then will refuse chemo and/or radiation.

They will talk at me about Tamoxifen but I'm pretty sure I'll refuse that, too. Have been up half the night for days searching for

alternatives. It hurts bad to read about things like mistletoe that are barely available, if at all--oh, but they do it in Europe or

Mexico or wherever else!

I'm looking at the Dayspring Clinic in Scottsdale, AZ which offers 3-bromopyruvate (IV treatment) but it's a long drive from

Michigan (can't _y, not jabbed) and you have to live there for a while if you take the therapy. So there's gas and lodging and food

and the cost of treatment--it would be tens of thousands of dollars. It's criminal that any of us have to go to such lengths to get

effective therapy. Again, best of luck on Tuesday!
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ontheup
Joined On 9/15/2016 5:22:39 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

When it says mistletoe doesn’t work orally due to the GI issues, what about sublingually?
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nikkicavingrace
Joined On 9/17/2010 6:08:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

My question too. If it doesn't work orally how about using DMSO solvent to get it into the tissues below the skin?
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MarkPitt
Joined On 4/1/2009 6:17:42 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Anyone have a link to this video on another platform, where it won't go away soon? I have a friend with cancer who has a history of

being slow to get to links... I looked on Bitchute, Brandnewtube and Rumble... Thanks in advance.
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peastalker
Joined On 6/22/2008 9:01:03 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

You could try Substack. articles.mercola.com/sites/articles/archive/2022/01/03/mercola-censore..
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lottaviano
Joined On 7/10/2010 10:26:31 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

There's always a link right under the videos.
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Click on the PDF and save it
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MarkPitt
Joined On 4/1/2009 6:17:42 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

A PDF is not a video, but thanks anyway...  I overlooked the VIDEO link just under the video above. I think they must have only

recently added that, but I'm grateful for it. Thanks all...
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Sorry, I was reading too quickly and thought you were asking about the article.
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ohe0518
Joined On 10/7/2015 12:01:52 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

MARBURG.. please write some protocols about this too. Thank you for todays mistletoe insight.
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nikkicavingrace
Joined On 9/17/2010 6:08:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I don't know who Marburg is but perhaps they could answer my question regarding using DMSO solvent with tincture of mistletoe

to deliver it through the skin. My understanding is that DMSO goes through tissue up to the bone.
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otis101
Joined On 7/10/2010 6:30:32 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

@nikkicavingrace, Marburg is a very serious and deadly virus. Recently related to the "jab". Discovered in 1967 in a lab in

Marburg, Germany. www.medicinenet.com/marburg_virus_history_symptoms_and_treatment/artic..
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Great article, and I look forward to watching the video in near future. Glad to hear that work is being done to make another plant-based

therapy more available. ~ Article reminded me of my growing interest in Curcumin (from Turmeric) for a) anti-cancer (prevention), b)

pain lessening (helping with arthritic pain), and c) various other bodily conditions that might be helped with a decrease in overall

in_ammation. I've read repeatedly that it's di{cult to get Curcumin "into the bloodstream", through oral supplementation, in su{cient

doses to meaningfully achieve some of the above goals (of particular interest to me is pain relief, especially from likely facet joint

arthritis! - ouch! sometimes. Incapacitating.). Does anyone here know of methods for maximizing blood levels of Curcumin, through

oral intake, up to bodily tolerance levels?

For instance, what is a good protocol for taking it. For example: how many times per day, how much to take, and how to minimize

digestive distress when doing "high dose" supplementation of it. Also, is there a Liposomal version that is truly "liposomal" and a better

delivery system? In contrast with: taking ordinary high-quality Turmeric supplements, at their maximum recommended dose, and

hoping for the best. Any suggestions, or references, would be much appreciated. I do a lot of other supplements, to help with pain, but

have been wondering if more can be done -- via increasing or "upping my game" RE: curcumin / turmeric.
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So what about using the tincture of mistletoe with DMSO solvent to deliver through the skin. My understanding is that DMSO carrier

goes to the bone. Anyone have an opinion or experience?
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I don''t know about combining DMSO with Iscador (mistletoe's trade name) but have used DMSO on my knee for a synovitis

infection. This was approved by the head of the soft-tissue cancer division at the Sloane Mem. Cancer Center in NYC, where I

was treated for this very rare condition, due to the fact that it can become cancerous. He agreed that the DMSO - which I have

used for many years for the pain & in_ammation due to osteo-arthritis - can help, but made me aware of that I have to be very

hygienic when using it.

The reason: when applied, it goes through the skin and into the body AND takes everything that might be ON THE SKIN with it.

(The DMSO brand I used was NATURE'S GIFT; its 70%pure DMSO and 30% distilled water). He recommended cleaning the skin

Frst with H2O2, let it dry and then apply the DMSO. After it dried, I applied "a carrier oil" - I used organic Olive Oil - before

wrapping the knee overnight. This repeated treatment did help with the pain and in_ammation and my condition and it never

turned cancerous...as biopsies showed.
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Nikki, the subcutaneous Viscum I injected was from Uriel Pharmacy and prescribed by an Anthroposophical doctor I went to in

2006. It does not involve DMSO and I would not inject DMSO unless it was done with the understanding of a trained therapist.

Topical use of DMSO with Francincense essential oil or any other therapeutic would work as the DMSO carries whatever it

touches into the skin and beyond. Obviously, (and you probably already know this) be VERY careful whatever you add to DMSO as

it will drive it into the tissues. I'm not sure Viscum + DMSO applied topically would do the same job as subcutaneous Viscum

from sterile ampules. That's what I used.
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(updated) Apologies for this off-topic post. Here is a very grounded discussion (28min, 70MB download) from Neil Oliver's show last

night after the World Council for Health Bath conference, covering covid fallout and and interview with a Davos reporter (!) I am sure the

world would be a very different place now had open, on-air discussion such as this been allowed.

app.box.com/.../020y34d6h8x5npfwe50ckzmnffyp7c9p    He also did a very thoughtful earlier presentation, now on Youtube - it makes

sense to watch Frst: www.youtube.com/watch
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World Council for Health Bath conference opening, for anyone who missed this www.youtube.com/watch  UPDATE: Both of these

appeared on Youtube later (I wasn't sure they would but was SO pleased to see this level of discussion on live UK TV) GB News,

also online, seems to have a policy of not censoring ,thank God, but of course that can have downside - seen a few idiots on

there too :-)
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I wondered about sublingual and also Liposomal or suppositories. I was mainly interested in the article as one of my dogs has a tumour

on her spleen. She is on Turkey tail mushroom powder and CBD Oil (from hemp not marijuana).
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Hope your dog pulls through. People have had good results with CDS solution (Chlorine Dioxide). Please don't believe the pharma

controlled media scare stories about CDS. I take it every day, morning and night as a preventive.  You can take a look at Dr Sircus

website where he talks at length about this and also Dr Kalcker website: andreaskalcker.com/.../cds-clo2.html   if it is Spanish

then is a language drop down menu at the top of the page.  I buy mine from here which is the company recommended by Dr

Sircus, it is a top German company: aquarius-prolife.com/.../23-chlorine-dioxide-products   One woman cured her dog of breast

cancer with CDS in the drinking water. Good luck to you both :)
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I use this for myself, it should work well on dogs. www.mycancerstory.rocks/single-post/2016/08/22/Shake-up-your-life-how-..

 resources.healthydirections.com/resources/web/wms/pdf/1908WALT-Fnal.p..
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From my preparedness perspective and stocking up on nutritional supplements to last in the harsh times to come long after societal

and economic collapse makes the plethora of ordinary things like food and medicine unavailable, I include seeds of plants that have

useful healthful properties for illnesses along with my fruit and vegetable seeds. Seeds are amazing. Just one tiny dot of a seed

designed by our Creator produces a plant that produces more seeds to produce a large garden of the same plant, but it takes the

preparedness to have stocked the seeds in the Frst place. I'm frequently adding more varieties.
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Ronald, thank you for your earlier comment to, Suzicreamcheese, "I had allergies, digestive disorders and got colds and _u when

around what might be best described as a psychic vampire that induces health damaging stress. " Had 'psychic vampire' with

domestic violence. Years of abuse, Fnally decided to leave when police arrived again, and I knew their faces and names. Knew I

had to stop putting their lives at risk. At least something kicked in for self-preservation. At this point, my health was quite poor,

pair of precancers, sleep deprivation, bottom rung of type 2 diabetes/hi blood pressure, colds/allergies/_u, weight issue, brain

fog, etc.

More, and this isn't too much info, my bowel movements returned to same as teenage years and following decades, within 3

months being 'free'. Amazingly, my cat, 6 mos after 'psychic vampire' gone, began having huge bowel movements too. Have

scooped her box since she was born in my garden, 11 years ago. Poof, no more tiny turds, lion sized daily. Realized, she had been

abused by the 'psychic vampire' too. Flash forward 9 months after mugshot/restraining order, full physical showed none of the

above health issues, not even close.

Now, 2 years free, also includes Mercola vitamins in addition to TRE, proper sleep, exercise, joy, evil removed from my home.

Hence, zero comparison to life with a 'psychic vampire'. Allergies reduced greatly/mostly gone too. (Who knew that was

possible!) Thankfully my journey includes greater depth in the Word. Looking forward to a Mercola article about health and living

with mental/physical abuse, 'psychic vampires'. Garden & Be Well......................
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Poyeema, we both have found with personal experiences that there are multiple aspects of healthful living. Of course, what our

bodies need of nutrition that we learn about here on Mercola.com is vitally important to the body. But there is so much more of

healthy living that must not be ignored. Our minds are very powerful and our brains, where thoughts occur, are much more than

that. We use our brains to control our body as in muscular control in walking and bicycling, but our brains also control much of

body functions as it commands by producing chemical messengers and more. Our brain controls our body, and our thoughts

control our brains. It follows that healthy thoughts are a signiFcant part of healthy living.
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Anyone have any idea about protocols in Canada? Mostly a neutered country that meekly does what the US Masters tell it to do. Have

no idea about cancer protocols. Do they use mistletoe?
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I'm shocked to see so little news coming out of Canada now. I have cousins there and a buddy who has folded to trusting the

system. Similarly I would never have expected Aussies to be so cruelly herded. Of course there will be some incredibly angry

sections of the populace in those countries. Overall the real, and most shocking problem worldwide has been the utter

willingness of news media to obey the narrative. Someone needs to get their Fnger out and fast. Just a few words from the BBC

on injuries here would have turned the whole vacc farce around. Such appalling cowards. We count the cost in thousands of

injuries and deaths.
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Here is some Progress in the 5G issue :  Court of Appeal green lights Anti-5G case against govt "Court Fnds 5G launch did not advise

public about claimed health effects... These grounds were claimed in Court to “advance a breach of the Human Rights Act 1998 by

omissions and failings in violation of the positive obligations to protect human life, health and dignity, required to be met by Articles 2, 3

and/or 8 of the European Convention on Human Rights”" www.mobilenewscwp.co.uk/News/article/court-appeal-green-lights-anti-5g..  

There is another law that I wish existed in No. America, and that is The Corporate Manslaughter Act that was established in the UK in

2007.  "The Corporate Manslaughter and Corporate Homicide Act 2007 is a landmark in law. For the Frst time, companies and

organisations can be found guilty of corporate manslaughter as a result of serious management failures resulting in a gross breach of a

duty of care." www.hse.gov.uk/corpmanslaughter
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Dr Joanna Budwig's Protocol has been a time tested cancer treatment alternative. Her two- part plan of FOCC and, speciFc Diet has

worked for many.
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False dialectic 'either-or'. Steiner was a philosopher alright. A sophist,& I'm not 'anxiously' awaiting as a person treating cancer for any

treatment not giving God as he is the glory, nor for what Steiner's devils told him, because devils lie& there's always a 'catch': such as

the loss of reason& sense by which a soul might cry out to God for sure,true& eternal salvation, or simply giving over one's eternal soul

to that spirit that always seeks to blaspheme&steal the glory of God.

Anthrosophic just means idolatrous humanism or gnosticism which is no more nor less than any craft of men& devils, MYSTERY

Babylonish Rome being the head of,& model system, for them all as God gathers the nations to judgment: spiritually dead Laodicea is

too blind, naked& proud to even realize what's actually happening. - Steiner was just like the ones in Acts 17& the culminating occulted

system of MYSTERY Revelation 13-19, those builders who've rejected the chief cornerstone: the way, the truth& the life; the Sun of

Righteousness w/ healing in his wings: rejecting the ultimate healing for the lies of devils &seducing spirits such as the occultist

Steiner listened to, that they should be 'as gods'.

- Half truths are only necessary to those refusing to love the truth that they might be saved, selling out eternity for a _ash in the pan,

compromising w/ devils thinking it will pan out well for them in the end. Only those cloaking themselves w/ such fear the light of whole

truth.

Such who think of them die 'perplexed', as old Crowley; cursing & clawing the walls like Voltaire because that old father of lies & all

angels & spirits following him lie; or deceptively & cowardly drugged out of their minds to covert the true outcomes of how such people

end as they pass into eternity. 1 Thessalonians 5 KJB is near for all the proud denying every humbling cautionary warning of what they

are part of and building. What does is beneFt a man to gain the whole world, but to lose his own soul?
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Religious brainwashed idiot.
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